
Windows 11 Pro

Empower possibilities 

with modern devices 

designed for hybrid work

53%
of remote-capable 

employees expect 

a hybrid work 

environment.1

Introducing Windows 11 Pro: Our most 

secure and intuitive Windows to date

New devices with Windows 11 Pro are designed for

hybrid work, with a solid focus on what small and

medium businesses care about: getting work done 

remotely and securely. They’re intuitive to use, easy to 

manage, and secure for all.

Accelerate productivity

New, modern Windows 11 Pro devices 

are full of new features so you can 

work better, not harder.

➔ A centered Start and taskbar

➔ Snap layouts2

➔ Personalized widgets3

34%
of SMBs report improved 

productivity using Windows 11 Pro4

36%
reduction in time getting work 

done with Windows 11 Pro4

Collaborate with more confidence than ever

Now, you can make all your meetings more effective,

with intelligent collaboration features built in.

➔ Simple, streamlined conferencing5,6

➔ One-click mic control and app sharing from your taskbar

➔ Noise canceling and dynamic background blur

73%
of employees want flexible

remote options7

60%
of businesses feel Windows 11 Pro 

leads to better teamwork4

99.6%
of Windows 10 apps work

on Windows 11 Pro8

30%
less time spent setting up 

Windows 11 Pro4

66%
of SMBs think easier migration is a 

top benefit of Windows 11 Pro9

Manage your modern 

devices with familiar,

easy-to-use tools

With Windows 11 Pro, you’ll get a modern 

experience delivered with familiar cloud tools

and zero-touch provisioning.

➔ Apps that work on Windows 10

and Windows 1110

➔ Anywhere device management11

➔ Zero-touch deployment with

Windows Autopilot

➔ Efficient updates

Strengthen security right out-of-the-box

Your people can work anywhere with data and access that’s

protected by the most secure Windows yet.

➔ Comprehensive hardware-based security

➔ Robust security across all your apps

➔ Identity and data protection for all users

➔ Secure cloud services

75%
of decision-makers 

feel hybrid work makes 

them more vulnerable 

to security threats12

80%
of companies say that 

software alone cannot 

protect against 

emerging threats12

69%
of SMBs say new 

devices can provide 

better security and

data protection4

Ready to learn more?

See how Windows 11 Pro can benefit 

your business.

Contact Krista.Altman@tdsynnex.com
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